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Inside Macintosh 

The keypad contains 18 keys, some of which duplicate keys on the main keyboard, and some of 
which are unique to the keypad. The application can tell whether the keystrokes have come from 
the main keyboard or the numeric keypad. The keys on the keypad follow the same rules for 
typeahead and auto-repeat as the keyboard. 

Four keys on the keypad are labeled with "field-motion" symbols: small rectangles with arrows 
pointing in various directions. Some applications may use these keys to select objects in the 
direction indicated by the key, the most likely use for this feature is in tables. To obtain the 
characters ( + * / , ) available on these keys, the user must also hold down the Shift key on the 
keyboard. 

Since the numeric keypad is optional equipment on the Macintosh 128K and 512K, no application 
should require it or any keys available on it in order to perform standard functions. Specifically, 
since the Clear key isn't available on the main keyboard, a Clear function may be implemented 
with this key only as the equivalent of the Clear command in the Edit menu. 

T H E M O U S E 

The mouse is a small device the size of a deck of playing cards, connected to the computer by a 
long, flexible cable. There's a button on the top of the mouse. The user holds the mouse and 
rolls it on a flat, smooth surface. A pointer on the screen follows the motion of the mouse. 
Simply moving the mouse results only in a corresponding movement of the pointer and no other 
action. Most actions take place when the user positions the "hot spot" of the pointer over an 
object on the screen and presses and releases the mouse button. The hot spot should be intuitive, 
like the point of an arrow or the center of a crossbar. 

M o u s e Act ions 

The three basic mouse actions are: 
• clicking: positioning the pointer with the mouse, and briefly pressing and releasing the 

mouse button without moving the mouse 

• pressing: positioning the pointer with the mouse, and holding down the mouse button 
without moving the mouse 

• dragging: positioning the pointer with the mouse, holding down the mouse button, moving 
the mouse to a new position, and releasing the button 

The system provides "mouse-ahead"; that is, any mouse actions the user performs when the 
application isn't ready to process them are saved in a buffer and can be processed at the 
application's convenience. Alternatively, the application can choose to ignore saved-up mouse 
actions, but should do so only to protect the user from possibly damaging consequences. 

Clicking something with the mouse performs an instantaneous action, such as selecting a location 
within a document or activating an object. 

For certain kinds of objects, pressing on the object has the same effect as clicking it repeatedly. 
For example, clicking a scroll arrow causes a document to scroll one line; pressing on a scroll 
arrow causes the document to scroll repeatedly until the mouse button is released or the end of the 
document is reached. 
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The Macintosh User Interface Guidelines 

Dragging can have different effects, depending on what's under the pointer when the mouse 
button is pressed. The uses of dragging include choosing a menu item, selecting a range of 
objects, moving an object from one place to another, and shrinking or expanding an object. 
Some objects, especially graphic objects, can be moved by dragging. In this case, the application 
attaches a dotted outline of the object to the pointer and moves the outline as the user moves the 
pointer. When the user releases the mouse button, the application redraws the complete object at 
the new location. 
An object being moved can be restricted to certain boundaries, such as the edges of a window. If 
the user moves the pointer outside of the boundaries, the application stops drawing the dotted 
outline of the object. If the user releases the mouse button while the pointer is outside of the 
boundaries, the object isn't moved. If, on the other hand, the user moves the pointer back within 
the boundaries again before releasing the mouse button, the outline is drawn again. 
In general, moving the mouse changes nothing except the location, and possibly the shape, of the 
pointer. Pressing the mouse button indicates the intention to do something, and releasing the 
button completes the action. Pressing by itself should have no effect except in well-defined areas, 
such as scroll arrows, where it has the same effect as repeated clicking. 

M u l t i p l e - C l i c k i n g 

A variant of clicking involves performing a second click shortly after the end of an initial click. If 
the downstroke of the second click follows the upstroke of the first by a short amount of time (as 
set by the user in the Control Panel), and if the locations of the two clicks are reasonably close 
together, the two clicks constitute a double-click. Its most common use is as a faster or easier 
way to perform an action that can also be performed in another way. For example, clicking twice 
on an icon is a faster way to open it than selecting it and choosing Open; clicking twice on a word 
to select it is faster than dragging through it. 
To allow the software to distinguish efficiently between single clicks and double-clicks on objects 
that respond to both, an operation invoked by double-clicking an object must be an enhancement, 
superset, or extension of the feature invoked by single-clicking that object. 
Triple-clicking is also possible; it should similarly represent an extension of a double-click. 

Chang ing Pointer S h a p e s 

The pointer may change shape to give feedback on the range of activities that make sense in a 
particular area of the screen, in a current mode, or both: 

• The result of any mouse action depends on the item under the pointer when the mouse 
button is pressed. To emphasize the differences among mouse actions, the pointer may 
assume different appearances in different areas to indicate the actions possible in each area. 
This can be distracting, however, and should be kept to a minimum. 

• Where an application uses modes for different functions, the pointer can be a different 
shape in each mode. For example, in MacPaint, the pointer shape always reflects the active 
palette symbol. 

During a particularly lengthy operation, when the user can do nothing but wait until the operation 
is completed, the pointer may change to indicate this. The standard pointer used for this purpose 
is a wristwatch. 
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Inside Macintosh 

Select ions in Arrays 

As described above under "Types of Applications", an array is a one- or two-dimensional 
arrangement of fields. If the array is one-dimensional, it's called a form; if it's two-dimensional, 
it's called a table. The user can select one or more fields; or part of the contents of a field. 
To select a single field, the user clicks in the field. The user can also implicitly select a field by 
moving into it with the Tab or Return key. 

The Tab key cycles through the fields in an order determined by the application. From each field, 
the Tab key selects the "next" field. Typically, the sequence of fields is first from left to right, 
and then from top to bottom. When the last field in a form is selected, pressing the Tab key 
selects the first field in the form. In a form, an application might prefer to select the fields in 
logical, rather than physical, order. 

The Return key selects the first field in the next row. If the idea of rows doesn't make sense in a 
particular context, then the Return key should have the same effect as the Tab key. 
Tables are more likely than forms to support range selections and extended selections. A table 
can also support selection of rows and columns. The most convenient way for the user to select a 
column is to click in the column header. To select more than one column, the user drags through 
several column headers. The same applies to rows. 

To select part of the contents of a field, the user must first select the field. The user then clicks 
again to select the desired part of the field. Since the contents of a field are either text or graphics, 
this type of selection follows the rules outlined above. Figure 10 shows some selections in an 
array. 

column f i e l d 

Figure 10. Array Selections 

W I N D O W S 

The rectangles on the desktop that display information are windows. The most commmon types 
of windows are document windows, desk accessories, dialog boxes, and alert boxes. (Dialog 
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